FINNISH IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

The Government of Finland has informed the Director-General, for the information of contracting parties, of the following liberalizations effective 1 August 1965, relating to the Finnish global import quota list contained in the publication of the Government of Finland which was forwarded to contracting parties in March 1965 with document L/2367:

(1) Following global quotas are completely liberalized:

No. 13 (Modified linseed oil; fatty acids; glycerol)
No. 42 (Sanitary articles)
No. 48 (Locks, mountings, fastening equipment and springs)
No. 53 (Primary batteries)

(2) From other global quotas the following items are liberalized:

No. 7b Items 08.03.002 (fresh figs), 20.02.191 and 291 (olives) and 20.06.901 (roasted groundnuts)
No. 10 Items 08.03.007/008 (dried figs)
No. 21 Items 28.19.100 (zinc oxide) and 28.54 (hydrogen peroxide)
No. 30 Items 42.02.300 (travel goods etc., made of vulcanized fibre) and 42.02.810/990 (goods mentioned above, of other materials, except those of plastic materials...); 42.03.100/201 (working gloves, other gloves and boxing gloves, fencing gloves and other sports gloves); 42.03.901 (belts) and 42.05.909 (other articles of leather or of composition leather, excluding...)
No. 31 Items 53.12 (woven fabrics of coarse animal hair other than horsehair) and 58.10 (embroidery, in the piece, in strips or in motifs)
No. 33 Item 58.01 (carpets, carpeting and rugs, knotted)
No. 38 Items 61.07/08 (ties, bow ties and cravats; collars, tuckers, fallals, bodice-fronts, etc.); 61.10 (gloves, mittens, mitts, stockings, socks and sockettes, not being knitted or crocheted goods) and 62.03/05 (sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of goods; tarpaulins, sails, swings, sunblinds, tents and camping goods; other made up textile articles)

No. 43 Items 69.11 (tableware and other articles of a kind commonly used for domestic or toilet purposes, of porcelain or china)

No. 44 Items 71.05.200 (silver foil, whether or not reinforced with a backing of paper, artificial plastic material or other materials) and 71.07.200 (gold foil, whether or not reinforced with a backing of paper, artificial plastic material or other materials)

No. 58 Item 85.23 (insulated (including enamelled or anodized) electric wire, cable, bars, strip and the like (including coaxial cable), whether or not fitted with connectors)

No. 60 Items 85.01.110 (step-down motors), 85.01.200 (generator sets consisting of internal combustion engines and generators); 85.01.301/309 (rotary converters); 85.01.410/430 (transformers for telegraphy, telephony and radio, and similar transformers not exceeding 5 KVA, instrument transformers and electric welding transformers); 85.01.510/590 (static converters); 85.01.610/690 (inductors)

No. 66 Items 84.07.900 (parts of water wheels and water turbines, and other water engines, including regulators thereof); 84.10.900 (parts of pumps - including motor pumps and turbo pumps for liquids, whether or not...); 84.11.950 (parts of fans, blowers and similar machines and appliances), and 85.01.910/990 (parts for generators, motors or rotary converters, transformers or inductors and for static converters).